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Cultural nights

From wife-carrying, Kahoot quizzes,
traditional dance to popping balloons with
our bodies and eating food from different
cuisines. All of these activities made us learn,
feel and understand other cultures. Every
other night we “traveled “ to another country
and experienced the magic of it. We heard
the traditional songs, we saw and tried
traditional dances, we smelled and tasted the
food, we learned interesting facts

To get into details, the Spanish group
taught us how to greet politely and non-
formally. They served us Spanish ham,
cheese, fuet, sangria, and sunflower seeds.
Next, Croatian and Romanian night started
in the cantine of the venue, where we had
a chance to try Croatian sweets, and
homemade sausages, and Romanians
brought us a variety of cheese, salami,
mamaliga, and branza cu smantana. Then
we played games like “guess who drank
palenka“.

Moreover, Estonians prepared Kahoot, and we
participated in the competition of Estonian sport
called wife-carrying. They also made a lovely
dessert called ..Kupsisetort.Slovaks welcomed us
with a shot of Borovička and a slice of bread with
butter and salt. We played a game that is usually
played at Slovakian weddings, and we danced
odzemok. 
Additionally, the Turkish group showed us the
magic of their music, dance, and sweets. They
cooked Menemen which was served with bread.
At the beginning of the Austrian/Azerbaijani night,
we tasted the power of Schnapps. 

 
 



Energizers and games

.Energizers, games, and ice-breaking activities are very important for creating
connections, getting to know each other, and getting inspired by how other
people think and act in different situations. Starting a session with an
energizer always sets the right mood for everyone. Expressing ourselves
through movement describes how we release and send our energy to
others. 
Games and contests make us very creative, excited, and competitive, which
create memories for our whole life. One of the best games of this project
was the beer competition, which was thrilling until the very last second. 
These activities helped participants be more alert and active. Also, they
became an important way for participants to get to know and understand
one another.

 



Digital Outcomes
PANDEMIC projects' participants has discussed  The European Youth Goal 5
on Mental Health & Well-being, aims to achieve better mental well-being and
end stigmatisation of mental health problems, thus promoting social
inclusion of all young people.  We discussed to achieve better mental
wellbeing and end stigmatisation of mental health issues, thus promoting
social inclusion of all young people. 

A significant and increasing number of young people across Europe are
expressing their concern at the prevalence of mental health issues such as
high stress, anxiety, depression and other mental illnesses amongst their
peers. Young people cite the immense societal pressures they face today,
and express a need for better youth mental health provision.

Following the discussions and thematic workshops with combination of new
media and technology, we've produced below outcomes to reach wider
impact with our project objectives



Digital Outcomes
1) Do you sometimes feel stressed and chaotic? Let us show you few ways
how to organize your messy thoughts from "PANDEMIC" Erasmus+ youth
project in Slovakia :)

2) While the path to recovery remains long and difficult, this crisis also
increases the risk that individuals engage in harmful drinking to cope with
stress. Researches shown during the COVID‑19 pandemic, there has been
an increase in domestic violence, for which harmful alcohol consumption
is a risk factor. 36 young people in "PANDEMIC" Erasmus+ youth project
from Slovakia has released a message to the young people!

3) World Health Organization claims that "Doing What Matters in Times of
Stress". We've prepared "Do-s and Don't-s when talking to your depressed
friends" in "PANDEMIC" Erasmus+ youth project from Slovakia!

4) During the mobility we've experienced various mindfulness and
wellbeing techniques through non formal education to cope with mental
challenges of pandemi. We've created some digital outcomes and tips for
young people to stay strong towards to crises 

5) If you’re spending an excessive amount of time on social media and
feelings of sadness, dissatisfaction, frustration, or loneliness are impacting
your life, it may be time to re-examine your online habits and find a
healthier balance.  So we say "Turn offline, Turn on life"

6) We held interview with local people in Banska Bela, Slovakia regarding
their experience during pandemic and collect tips for young people to be
more resilient towards crises! We promote Erasmus+ and EU projects in
local level!

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cdi8_Wzg93s/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cdi78NFAHpe/
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/fbvhpWdmicg
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cdi7Th0g5eS/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pdcdB289Xo&t=17s
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/X85Zw6W07CA
https://youtu.be/BndNJka9aYg





